
About Appointedd

Appointedd provides a cutting edge online booking 
solution, with tools that make it faster and easier to 
convert candidates into hires by streamlining admin 
and scheduling.

Reel in the recruits with the market leader 

in online booking

What can Appointedd do for you?

• Increase efficiency with quick and easy 
scheduling and rescheduling of meetings and 
interviews, without the lengthy email exchanges.

• Stand out from the crowd with cutting edge, 
intuitive tools that make the recruitment process 
smooth and hassle-free.

• Organize calls and meetings across timezones 
effortlessly with Appointedd’s unique multi-
timezone booking functionality.

• Stay in control anywhere, anytime with 
our mobile-optimized system and seamless 
integrations with third party calendars such as 
Google and iCloud.



Features to drive your recruitment company

Real Time Booking

Take bookings directly from your website to 
maximize your time and save email back and forth. 
See how your schedule manages itself and offer your 
clients a cutting edge service.

External Calendar Synchronization

Appointedd is the only scheduling tool that has a 
two-way synchronization with all major external 
calendar systems including Google, iCloud, Office 
365, Outlook, and more.

Multi-Timezone Booking

Appointedd is the world’s first truly multi-timezone 
online booking tool. Schedule calls and meetings 
internationally without the timezone math.

Appointedd’s text message 
reminders reduce no-shows by 
up to 67%



Group Assessments

Easily coordinate group assessments by 
letting people book themselves into a 
slot that suits them. You can also create 
recurring sessions, saving you even more 
time on admin.

Business Management Suite

With Appointedd you can manage 
bookings, customers, and staff anywhere, 
on any device. Customer records are 
stored securely making it easy to manage 
customer relations and take bookings on 
the move.

Customer Relationship Management

See all your interviewees’ and candidates’ details stored in your Appointedd 
system for easy access and use. Create lists to group them into categories for 
improved organization.

Confirmations and Reminders

With automatic SMS and email confirmations, reminders, and notifications you 
can improve the service you provide and cut right down on no-show candidates 
without lifting a finger.

Increased Conversion

Add a link to book calls or meetings on to your emails to increase conversion from 
correspondence.



I N T E G R AT I O N S

“I am delighted that Appointedd delivers every 
promise it makes in the promotional materials, in 
particular providing timely help with the initial setup 
and ongoing support thereafter.”Dr Caroline Whymark

Lose the Tattoo

Get in touch and the team will create the 

perfect software package for your business

“Appointedd has made a big difference to how I 
organize my time. I love the sync with Google calendar, 
means that everything is in one place, clients love 
being able to choose a time that suits them and I can 
control my diary really easily.”

Craig McKie
CNJ Accounting

“I can honestly say that using Appointedd 
has transformed the way the entire 
SEIKOURI team as well as our partners 
around the globe run their calendars.”Markus Brinsa

SEIKOURI, inc


